Synaptic cell adhesion molecules regulate various steps of synapse formation. The trans-synaptic adhesion between postsynaptic NGL-3 (for netrin-G ligand-3) and presynaptic LAR (for leukocyte antigen-related) regulates excitatory synapse formation in a bidirectional manner. However, little is known about the molecular details of the NGL-3-LAR adhesion and whether two additional LAR family proteins, protein-tyrosine phosphatase ␦ (PTP␦), and PTP, also interact with NGL-3 and are involved in synapse formation. We report here that the leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domain of NGL-3, containing nine LRRs, interacts with the first two fibronectin III (FNIII) domains of LAR to induce bidirectional synapse formation. Moreover, Gln-96 in the first LRR motif of NGL-3 is critical for LAR binding and induction of presynaptic differentiation. PTP␦ and PTP also interact with NGL-3 via their first two FNIII domains. These two interactions promote synapse formation in a different manner; the PTP-NGL-3 interaction promotes synapse formation in a bidirectional manner, whereas the PTP␦-NGL-3 interaction instructs only presynaptic differentiation in a unidirectional manner. mRNAs encoding LAR family proteins display overlapping and differential expression patterns in various brain regions. These results suggest that trans-synaptic adhesion between NGL-3 and the three LAR family proteins regulates excitatory synapse formation in shared and distinct neural circuits.
Synaptic cell adhesion molecules have been implicated in the regulation of the initial contacts of dendrites and axons, early synapse formation and maturation, and maintenance and structural plasticity of established synapses (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . Recent studies have identified a large number of adhesion molecules that are capable of inducing pre-and postsynaptic differentiation in contacting axons and dendrites, respectively. Examples of such molecules include neuroligins, neurexins, SynCAMs, NGLs (for netrin-G ligand), 3 LAR (for leukocyte antigen-related), LRRTMs, and EphB receptors (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) .
The NGL family of synaptic adhesion molecules contains three known members: NGL-1, NGL-2, and NGL-3 (16, 20, 23) . NGL proteins are mainly detected at the postsynaptic site of excitatory synapses (20) . NGLs share a common domain structure, comprising nine LRRs and an immunoglobulin (Ig) domain in the extracellular region, followed by a single transmembrane domain and a cytoplasmic region that ends with a PDZ domain-binding motif. The C-terminal PDZ-binding motifs of NGLs bind to the PDZ domains of PSD-95, an abundant postsynaptic scaffolding protein (20) . This interaction is thought to couple NGL-dependent trans-synaptic adhesions with postsynaptic differentiation.
The extracellular regions of NGLs interact with distinct presynaptic ligands (16) . NGL-1 and NGL-2 interact with netrin-G1 and netrin-G2 (also known as laminet-1 and laminet-2), respectively (20, 23) , which are glycosylphosphatidylinositol-anchored adhesion molecules (24 -26) . NGL-3 interacts with LAR (21), a receptor tyrosine phosphatase that contains adhesion domains in the extracellular region and two tyrosine phosphatase domains in their cytoplasmic regions, a membrane-proximal (D1) domain and a membrane-distal (D2) domain, of which only the D1 domain is catalytically active (27, 28) . The interaction between NGL-3 and LAR is thought to induce excitatory synapse formation in a bidirectional manner (21) . Little is known, however, about the molecular determinants of NGL-3 interaction with LAR, and whether LAR and NGL-3 are the main receptors that mediate NGL-3-and LARinduced pre-and postsynaptic differentiation, respectively. In addition, it is unknown whether protein-tyrosine phosphatase ␦ (PTP␦) and PTP, two additional members of the LAR family, also interact with NGL-3, and if so, whether these interactions contribute to synapse formation.
Here we demonstrate that the LRR domain of NGL-3 interacts with the first two FNIII domains of LAR to mediate bidi-rectional synapse formation. Gln-96 in the first LRR motif of NGL-3 is important for LAR binding and induction of presynaptic differentiation. PTP␦ and PTP interact with NGL-3 via their first two FNIII domains, and these interactions promote synaptogenesis in distinct manners. mRNAs encoding the three LAR family members show overlapping and differential distribution patterns in the brain. These results suggest that adhesion between NGL-3 and LAR family proteins contribute to synapse formation in shared and distinct neural circuits.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
DNA Constructs and Antibodies-Full-length ectodomain of Rat NGL-3 (NGL-3-Ecto, XM_218615, aa 41-565), NGL-3-LRR (aa 40 -377) , and NGL-3-Ig (aa 365-458) were subcloned into pDisplay (Invitrogen). NGL-3-LRR (aa 1-373) and NGL-3-LRR-Q96A were subcloned into pEGFP-N1, in which EGFP was replaced with a human Fc domain. Point mutants of C-terminally EGFP-tagged NGL-3 (Q96A, K126A, D244A, H264A, D277A, K279A, and E282A) were subcloned to pEGFP-N1 (Clontech). The following deletion variants of LAR and LARrelated proteins were also subcloned into pDisplay; full-length ectodomain of human LAR (LAR-Ecto, Y00815, aa 17-1163), LAR-Ig1-3 (aa 35-295), LAR-FN1-8 (aa 309 -1078), LAR-FN1-4 (aa 309 -700), LAR-FN5-8 (aa 697-1078), LAR-FN1-2 (aa 309 -504), LAR-FN3-4 (aa 498 -700), LAR-FN1 (aa 309 -420), LAR-FN2 (aa 399 -520), human PTP-␦-Ecto (NM_002839, aa 21-1174), PTP-␦-FN1-2 (aa 323-518), human PTP--Ecto (NM_130854, aa 30 -1167), and PTP--FN1-2 (aa 319 -514). Constructs for LAR-CFP, NGL-3-EGFP, and LAR-Ecto-Fc have been described previously (21) . Guinea pig polyclonal EGFP antibodies (#1431) were raised against H 6 -EGFP (aa 1-240). Other antibodies were purchased; synapsin I (Chemicon), HA (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), PSD-95 (Affinity BioReagents), FLAG (Sigma), and LAR (BD Biosciences, #610350).
Cell Adhesion Assay-Two groups of L-cells grown in 6-well plates were transfected with either EGFP and NGL-3, or RFP (DsRed) and LAR, using Lipofectamine (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's manual. After 48 h, L-cells were trypsinized and resuspended in 1 ml of serum-free Dulbecco's modified essential medium. Approximately half of this cell suspension (500 l) was transferred to microtubes and rotated at room temperature for 1 h to allow cells to recover from possible damage from trypsin digestion and to prevent the cells from settling. The two groups of transfected L-cells were mixed together and rotated at room temperature for 30 min to allow cells to aggregate. Cell mixtures (100 l) were added to 400 l of serum-free Dulbecco's modified essential medium in 4-well culture slides (Falcon), and then imaged by confocal microscopy.
Dot Blot Analysis-Fc fusion proteins of NGL-3 (NGL-3-LRR-Fc, NGL-3-LRR-Q96A-Fc, and Fc alone, 300 ng) were spotted on a nitrocellulose membrane. The filter was then incubated with LAR-Ecto-Fc, followed by immunoblotting with LAR-Ecto antibodies (BD Biosciences) and secondary horseradish peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse IgG.
Hippocampal Neuron Culture, Transfection, and Immunocytochemistry-Cultured hippocampal neurons were prepared from embryonic day 18 rat brain. The neurons were cultured on coverslips coated with poly-L-lysine and laminin and grown in Neurobasal medium supplemented with B27 (Invitrogen), 2% fetal bovine serum, 0.5 mM glutamine in 10% CO 2 incubator. Cultured neurons were transfected by using a CalPhos mammalian transfection kit (Clontech). For immunohistochemistry, neurons were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde/4% sucrose, permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 in phosphate-buffered saline, and immunostained with primary antibodies, followed by Cy3-, Cy5-, or fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch).
Mixed-culture Assay-Mixed-culture assays were carried out as previously described (29) . Briefly, cultured hippocampal neurons at DIV 10 were cocultured for 3 days with HEK293T cells expressing NGL-3 or LAR in the presence of 2 M arabinocytidine hydrochloride, included to suppress HEK293T cell proliferation. For mixed-culture assays between neurons exogenously expressing NGL-3-FLAG and HEK293T cells expressing LAR, PTP␦, or PTP, neurons at DIV 13 were transfected with NGL-3-FLAG for 6 h, followed by coculture with HEK293T cells for 2 days.
Image Acquisition and Quantification-Z-stacked images were randomly acquired by confocal microscopy (LSM510, Zeiss), followed by image analysis by using the MetaMorph program (Universal Imaging). Images acquired from mixed-culture assays were thresholded, and the integrated intensities of synaptic marker proteins on transfected HEK293T cells were normalized to the cell area. For the quantification of L-cell clustering, Z-stacked images were used for analysis. Cell clusters were defined as cell aggregates containing four or more cells, which include at least one green (EGFP) and one red (red fluorescent protein) cells. However, frames with no detectable cell clusters were counted as zero in the quantification of cell number per cluster. Bar graph data represent mean Ϯ S.E., and their statistical significances were determined by Student's t test or one-way ANOVA (Tukey test).
In Situ Hybridization-In situ hybridization was performed on mouse brain sections (12-m thick) from 1-, 2-, 3-, and 6-week-old mice. Hybridization probes for NGL-3, LAR, PTP␦, and PTP were generated using the following constructs: pGEM7zf containing nt 2040 -2557 of NGL-3 (NM_198250.1), nt 5973-6492 of LAR (NM_011213.2), nt 4573-5092 of PTP␦ (NM_011211.2), and nt 5892-6424 of PTP (NM_011218.2). Antisense Riboprobes were prepared by RNA polymerase transcription using a Riboprobe System (Promega) in the presence of [␣- 35 S]UTP. In situ hybridization histochemistry was carried out as described previously (30) . Briefly, fresh-frozen sections of brains were thaw-mounted on 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane-coated glass slides, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed with phosphate-buffered saline, acetylated with 0.25% acetic anhydrides in 0.1 M triethanolamine/0.9% NaCl (pH 8.0), dehydrated/defatted in ethanol and chloroform, and air-dried. The sections were hybridized overnight with 35 S-labeled probes (1.2 ϫ 10 6 cpm/slide) at 55°C, followed by 4 washes in 2ϫ SSC solution at room temperature. After RNase treatment, slides were sequentially rinsed with 2ϫ SSC, 1ϫ SSC, 0.5ϫ SSC, and 0.1ϫ SSC containing 1 mM dithi-othreitol for 10 min each at room temperature. Finally, the sections were dehydrated, air-dried, and exposed to x-ray film (Biomax MR, Kodak, Rochester, NY).
RESULTS
The LRR Domain of NGL-3 Is Sufficient for LAR Binding-NGL-3 contains two distinct domains, LRR and Ig, in the extracellular region. We previously demonstrated that the LRR domain is required for LAR binding, as evidenced by the failure of a mutant NGL-3 lacking the LRR domain to interact with LAR in cell aggregation assays (21) . To determine whether the LRR domain is sufficient for LAR binding, we generated three different pDisplay NGL-3 constructs containing different regions of the ectodomain: NGL-3-Ecto, containing the fulllength ectodomain; NGL-3-LRR, containing the LRR domain only; and NGL-3-Ig, containing only the Ig domain (Fig. 1A) . In L-cell adhesion assays, two groups of L-cells, one expressing NGL-3-LRR and one expressing LAR, formed cell aggregates when mixed together (Fig. 1, B and C) . The extent of cell aggregation in NGL-3-LRR was similar to that observed with the full-length NGL-3-Ecto construct. In contrast, NGL-3-Ig did not mediate cell aggregation with LAR ( Fig. 1, B and C) . Control experiments showed that this absence of aggregation was not due to a failure of NGL-3-Ig to localize to the plasma membrane; in fact, surface expression levels of NGL-3-Ig were slightly higher than those of NGL-3-Ecto and NGL-3-LRR (supplemental Fig. 1 ). These results indicate that the LRR domain of NGL-3 is sufficient to mediate LAR binding.
The LRR Domain of NGL-3 Is Sufficient for Presynaptic Induction-We next tested whether the LRR domain of NGL-3 is sufficient to induce presynaptic differentiation in contacting axons in coculture (or mixed-culture) assays (17, 29) . NGL-3-LRR induced the clustering of synapsin I in contacting axons of cocultured neurons, to an extent similar to that of NGL-3-Ecto (Fig. 2, A and B) . In contrast, NGL-3-Ig did not induce synapsin I clustering, compared with control cells expressing EGFP alone (Fig. 2, A and B) . These results indicate that the LRR domain of NGL-3 is sufficient for inducing presynaptic differentiation.
Gln-96 in the First LRR Motif of NGL-3 Is Important for LAR Binding and Adhesion with LAR-expressing Cells-
The three NGLs share ϳ70 -73% amino acid sequence identity in the LRR domain, which contains nine LRRs flanked by cysteine-rich capping structures known as LRRNT and LRRCT. Despite this similarity, the LRR domains of NGLs exhibit distinct ligand specificities: NGL-3 selectively binds LAR (21), whereas NGL-1 and NGL-2 bind netrin-G1 and netrin-G2, respectively (20, 23) . To gain molecular insight into these distinct interactions, we first compared the amino acid sequences of the LRR domains of NGL-1, NGL-2, and NGL-3 and selected a total of seven amino acid residues that are uniquely present in NGL-3 ( Fig. 3A) . We then mutated the seven residues to alanine and assessed the effect of these changes on NGL-3 binding to LAR. Additional residues were unique to NGL-3, but the seven selected residues were chosen, because their properties (e.g. polarity and charge) were significantly different from those of the corresponding residues in NGL-1 and NGL-2. Interestingly, a glutamine-to-alanine mutation in residue 96 (Q96A) of the first LRR motif of NGL-3 markedly reduced LAR binding, as shown by the failure of exogenously expressed mutant NGL-3-Q96A proteins to bind recombinant LAR proteins in HEK293T cells (Fig. 3B) . The other six point mutations had no effect on NGL-3 binding to LAR. Surface expression levels of wild-type and mutant (Q96A, K126A, and D244A) NGL-3 proteins were similar (supplemental Fig. 2 ). Conversely, recombinant NGL-3-Q96A proteins showed significantly reduced binding to LAR expressed in HEK293T cells (Fig. 3C ). The effect of the Q96A mutation was further confirmed in a dot-blot assay in which recombinant NGL-3 and LAR proteins were shown to directly bind to each other (Fig. 3D) . Consistent with these observations, L-cells expressing NGL-3-Q96A showed significantly reduced co-aggregation with LAR-expressing cells, whereas two other control mutations (K126A and D244A) had no effect on the cell aggregation (Fig. 3, E and F) . These results indicate that Gln-96 in the first LRR motif of NGL-3 is important for LAR binding.
Gln-96 in NGL-3 Is Important for
Presynaptic InductionWe next tested whether NGL-3-induced presynaptic differentiation was altered by the Q96A mutation in coculture assays. HEK293T cells expressing NGL-3-Q96A did not induce synapsin I clustering in contacting axons, exhibiting a presynaptic induction level similar to that of control cells expressing EGFP alone (Fig. 4, A and B) . In contrast, HEK293T cells expressing wild-type NGL-3 proteins or other mutant NGL-3 proteins (K126A and D244A) normally induced presynaptic differentiation, showing significantly higher levels of synapsin I clustering compared with the EGFP control (Fig. 4, A and B) . These results indicate that Gln-96 in the first LRR motif of NGL-3 is important for the induction of presynaptic differentiation. In addition, these results suggest that LAR, which shows a weakened interaction with NGL-3-Q96A, is likely the major presynaptic receptor that mediates NGL-3-induced presynaptic differentiation.
The First Two FNIII Domains of LAR Are Sufficient for NGL-3 Binding-We next sought to identify key domains of LAR involved in NGL-3 binding. To this end, we generated several LAR variants carrying different regions of the LAR ectodomain (Fig. 5A ). Among these constructs, only those that carried the first two FNIII domains (FN1-8, FN1-4, and FN1-2) were able to interact with NGL-3 in cell adhesion assays (Fig. 5, B and C) . Smaller FN1-2-containing constructs had a tendency to show greater cell adhesion activities (Fig. 5, B and C) . In contrast, constructs that lacked the first two FN domains (Ig1-3, FN5-8, and FN3-4) did not interact with NGL-3. The smallest LAR variants carrying only the first or second FNIII domain did not bind to NGL-3, indicating that both FN1 and FN2 domains are required for NGL-3 binding. In addition to interacting with the full-length ectodomain of NGL-3, FN1-2 of LAR also interacted with the LRR domain of NGL-3 in cell adhesion assays (Fig. 5, D and E) . Surface expression levels of the LAR variants were similar, except for a small increase in FN1-2 (supplemental Fig. 3 ). These results indicate that the first two FNIII domains of LAR are sufficient to mediate the interaction with the LRR domain of NGL-3.
The First Two FNIII Domains of LAR Induce Postsynaptic PSD-95 Clustering-We have recently shown that LAR expressed in HEK293T cells induces clustering of excitatory postsynaptic proteins in contacting dendrites of cocultured neurons (21) . We thus tested whether the first two FNIII domains of LAR are sufficient to induce postsynaptic protein clustering in coculture assays. Two LAR variants, FN1-4 and FN1-2, expressed in HEK293T cells induced PSD-95 clustering in contacting dendrites, whereas control cells expressing EGFP alone did not (Fig. 6, A and B) . These results indicate that FN1-2 of LAR is sufficient to induce postsynaptic PSD-95 clustering. In addition, these results suggest that NGL-3, which binds FN1-2 of LAR, is likely the major postsynaptic receptor that mediates LAR-induced postsynaptic protein clustering.
Notably, however, neither LAR-Ecto (full-length ectodomain) nor LAR-FN1-8 induced detectable PSD-95 clustering (Fig. 6, A and B) , despite the fact that LAR-Ecto and LAR-FN1-8 interacted normally with NGL-3 in cell adhesion assays (Fig. 5 ). This contrasts with the clear PSD-95 clustering induced by FN1-2 and FN1-4 described above, and the previously reported PSD-95 clustering induced by full-length LAR (C-terminally EGFP-tagged) (21) . A possible reason for this discrepancy is that the PSD-95 clustering assay, which likely involves LAR-induced clustering of endogenous NGL-3, may require an affinity of LAR for NGL-3-binding that is much greater than that required for cell adhesion assays. In support of this possibility, FN1-2 and FN1-4 exhibited higher levels of cell aggre- gation, compared with LAR-Ecto and LAR-FN1-8 (Fig. 5C) . Alternatively, it may stem from the fact that these extracellular domains of LAR are displayed on the surface in the context of pDisplay vector; i.e. the ectodomains are surrounded by upstream HA and downstream Myc epitopes.
PTP␦ and PTP Interact with NGL-3 through Their First Two FNIII Domains-We extended our analysis to two additional members of the LAR family, PTP␦ and PTP (27, 28) , testing their interaction with NGL-3. The full-length ectodomain of PTP␦ and PTP interacted with NGL-3 in cell adhesion assays, similar to LAR (Fig. 7, A and B) . The cell adhesion activities of PTP␦ and PTP were lower than that of LAR, differences that were partially correlated with the lower surface expression levels of PTP␦ and PTP (supplemental Fig. 4A ). In addition, PTP␦-and PTP-expressing HEK293T cells induced the clustering of (exogenously expressed) NGL-3 in contacting dendrites of cocultured neurons Seven residues unique to NGL-3, indicated in red, were mutated to alanine. The residues shown in black and gray backgrounds denote those that are identical in all three sequences and in two sequences, respectively. Boundaries of LRRNT, LRRs, and LRRCT were predicted by the SMART program (available on-line). B, a Q96A point mutation in the first LRR motif of NGL-3, but not other NGL-3 mutations, significantly reduces the binding of recombinant LAR to NGL-3. HEK293T cells expressing full-length NGL-3 proteins (C-terminally EGFP tagged) carrying seven distinct mutations were incubated with recombinant LAR proteins (the ectodomain of LAR fused to Fc; LAR-Ecto-Fc). Scale bar, 10 m. C, recombinant NGL-3 Q96A mutant proteins show significantly weakened binding to LAR expressed in HEK293T cells. HEK293T cells expressing C-terminally ECFP-tagged, full-length LAR were incubated with purified Fc fusion proteins containing the LRR domain of NGL-3 (WT and Q96A). Scale bar, 10 m. D, direct binding between recombinant NGL-3 and LAR proteins is demonstrated in a dot-blot assay. NGL-3-LRR fusion proteins (WT and Q96A) and Fc alone were spotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane and incubated with LAR-Ecto-Fc, followed by immunoblotting with anti-LAR-Ecto antibodies. E, a Q96A point mutation in NGL-3 selectively suppresses cell adhesion mediated by NGL-3 and LAR. L-cells expressing NGL-3 proteins (wild type, Q96A, K126A, or D244A), and EGFP were mixed with those expressing LAR (LAR-Ecto-pDis) and DsRed for cell adhesion. Scale bar, 20 m. F, quantification of the average number of cells per cell cluster in E. Mean Ϯ S.E., n ϭ 10; ***, p Ͻ 0.001, ANOVA. (Fig. 7, C and D) , further indicating that NGL-3 interacts with PTP␦ and PTP. In this experiment, endogenous NGL-3 could not be visualized due to the lack of antibodies suitable for immunocytochemistry (21) .
NGL-3 Interacts with LAR Family Members via Specific Domains
Because the first two FNIII domains of LAR mediated NGL-3 binding, we tested whether the FN1-2 domains of PTP␦ and PTP are also sufficient for NGL-3 binding. Both PTP␦-FN1-2 and PTP-FN1-2 interacted with NGL-3 in cell adhesion assays (Fig. 7, E and F) , similar to their full-length ectodomains (Fig. 7, A and B) . It should be noted, however, that the cell adhesion activity of PTP␦ was weaker than that of LAR or PTP (Fig. 7,  E and F) , despite the fact that PTP␦, LAR, and PTP were all expressed at similar levels on the cell surface (supplemental Fig. 4B ). Importantly, PTP␦-FN1-2 and PTP-FN1-2 showed reduced binding to NGL-3-Q96A relative to wild-type NGL-3 in cell adhesion assays (Fig. 7, G and H) , suggesting that Gln-96 in NGL-3 is a common molecular determinant for the interactions with LAR, PTP␦, and PTP. Collectively, these results indicate that PTP␦ and PTP interact with NGL-3 via the FN1-2 domains, and that Gln-96 in the first LRR motif of NGL-3 is a key determinant of NGL-3 interactions with PTP␦ and PTP.
The First Two FNIII Domains of PTP, but Not PTP␦, Induce Postsynaptic PSD-95 Clustering-We next tested whether the FN1-2 domains of PTP␦ and PTP can induce postsynaptic PSD-95 clustering. FN1-2 of PTP did induce PSD-95 clustering in contacting dendrites of cocultured neurons, similar to LAR-FN1-2 (Fig. 8, A and B) . In contrast, FN1-2 of PTP␦ failed to induce PSD-95 clustering beyond that observed in the EGFPalone control (Fig. 8, A and B) . Despite this, PTP␦-FN-1-2 did interact with NGL-3 in cell adhesion assays, albeit to a lesser extent than LAR and PTP (Fig. 7, E and F) . This suggests that PTP␦-FN1-2 might have an affinity for NGL-3 that is strong enough to mediate cell adhesion, but not to induce postsynaptic protein clustering. Therefore, PTP-FN1-2, but not PTP␦-FN1-2, is capable of inducing postsynaptic PSD-95 clustering, similar to LAR.
Overlapping and Differential Expression Patterns of mRNAs Encoding LAR Family Proteins-
The adhesions between NGL-3 and LAR family proteins may regulate the formation of excitatory synapses in distinct neural circuits of the brain. To this end, we compared expression patterns of mRNAs encoding these proteins in mouse brain regions. Although mRNAs distribution patterns of LAR family members in mice and rat brains have been reported previously (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) , we attempted here a comprehensive comparison of mRNA distribution patterns of LAR family members, along with NGL-3, in mouse brain sections at several different developmental stages, including P7, P14, and P21, during which active synapse formation occurs. The overall expression levels of LAR family mRNAs gradually diminished toward the adult stage (6 weeks) (Figs. 9   FIGURE 4 . Gln-96 of NGL-3 is important for the induction of presynaptic differentiation. A, NGL-3-Q96A, but not other NGL-3 mutants, fails to induce presynaptic differentiation. HEK293T cells expressing wild-type or mutant (Q96A, K126A, and D244A) NGL-3 proteins (C-terminally EGFP tagged), or EGFP alone, were cocultured with hippocampal neurons (10 -13 DIV) and stained for synapsin I. Scale bar, 20 m. B, quantification of the intensity of synapsin I clusters induced by NGL-3 mutants. Mean Ϯ S.E., n ϭ 15 for EGFP, n ϭ 11 for NGL-3, n ϭ 11 for NGL-3-Q96A, n ϭ 11 for NGL-3-K126A, and n ϭ 11 for NGL-3-D244A; ***, p Ͻ 0.001, ANOVA. and 10 and supplemental Fig. 5 ). LAR family mRNAs showed widespread distribution patterns in various mouse brain regions. NGL-3 mRNAs were also widespread, similar to their distribution patterns in rat brains (20) . mRNAs of LAR family proteins showed overlapping as well as distinct distribution patterns (Figs. 9 and 10 and supplemental Fig. 5 ). For instance, mRNAs of LAR, PTP␦, and PTP were found in all hippocampal subregions, similar to the distribution pattern of NGL-3, although LAR mRNAs were more abundant in the dentate gyrus, and PTP␦ mRNA signals were stronger in the dentate gyrus and the CA2 region. This suggests the possibility that the synapses linking CA3 Schaffer collaterals with CA1 pyramidal neurons likely contain three LAR family proteins and NGL-3 at pre-and postsynaptic sites, respectively.
Importantly, distinct distribution patterns of LAR, PTP␦, and PTP mRNAs were observed in several brain regions (Figs. 9 and 10 and supplemental Fig. 5 ). PTP␦ mRNAs were minimally detected in the internal granule layer of olfactory bulb, contrary to LAR and PTP. In contrast, PTP␦ mRNAs were abundantly detected in the reticular thalamic area. In addition, PTP␦ mRNAs were more abundant in the layer IV of cortex, compared with other layers, whereas LAR mRNAs were less abundant in the layer IV. In the septal area, PTP signals were strong, whereas LAR signals were faint, and PTP␦ were almost undetectable. Other regions also showed differential expression of LAR family transcripts; LAR mRNAs were abundant in the subventricular zone of caudate putamen, and PTP signals were stronger in external granule layers of early stage cerebellum and rostral migratory streams. These results collectively suggest that mRNAs encoding LAR family proteins exhibit both overlapping and differential distribution patterns in the brain.
DISCUSSION
MolecularDeterminantsoftheAdhesion between NGL-3 and LAR-In this study, we identified that the LRR domain of NGL-3 is a minimal LARbinding region and demonstrated that this domain is sufficient for the induction of presynaptic differentiation in contacting axons. The human genome contains a large number of genes encoding LRR-containing proteins. Of these proteins, 139 are known to contain LRRs in their extracellular regions (36) . A single LRR protein contains several to dozens of LRRs, which are tandemly arranged to form horseshoe-or crescent-shaped solenoid structures (36 -38) . LRR proteins in neurons regulate neurodevelopmental processes, including neurite outgrowth (39) and target-muscle selection by motor neurons (40) . Synaptically localized LRR proteins have also been identified (41) . These include NGLs (20, 21) , SALMs (42, 43) , LRRTMs (22), LGI1 (44), densin-180 (45), and erbin (46) . Among these, NGLs and LRRTMs are adhesion molecules that have the ability to induce synapse formation (21, 22) . This study and our previous report (21) demonstrate that the LRR domain of NGL-3 is necessary and sufficient for the induction of presynaptic differentiation. In addition, the LRR domain of LRRTM2, a recently identified synaptogenic LRR protein, is necessary and sufficient for presynaptic induction (22) . These results collectively suggest a critical role for LRRs in synaptogenesis.
Our results indicate that the first two FNIII domains (FN1-2) of LAR are sufficient for NGL-3 binding. Three spe- cific ligands of LAR have been identified (27, 28) . Syndecan and dallylike in Drosophila are heparan sulfate proteoglycans that bind to the Ig domains of LAR and regulate presynaptic development at the neuromuscular junction (47, 48) , which mimics the LAR-dependent presynaptic regulation in Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans (49, 50) . nidogen is a basement membrane protein that binds to the fifth FNIII domain of LAR (51) . A C. elegans homolog of nidogen has been shown to regulate synaptic localization of PTP-3A, a C. elegans homolog of LAR, and PTP-3A-dependent synaptic morphogenesis (50) . There- fore, our study identifies a distinct region of LAR (FN1-2) involved in ligand (NGL-3) binding and excitatory synapse formation in mammals.
Notably, the deletion variants of LAR differentially promote cell aggregation and presynaptic induction in the order of LAR-FN1-2, LAR-FN1-4, and LAR-FN1-8 (Figs. 5 and 6 ). This may be partly attributable to that LAR-FN1-2 has a higher surface expression level. Another interesting possibility is that the first two FNIII domains of LAR might be inhibited by the following FNIII domains, which remains to be determined in future studies.
The trans-synaptic interaction between NGL-3 and LAR regulates bidirectional excitatory synapse formation (21) . An important question would be whether the direct interaction between LAR and NGL-3 mediates NGL-3-and LAR-induced pre-and postsynaptic differentiation, respectively. We found in the present study that NGL-3-Q96A, which has substantially weakened affinities for LAR in cell adhesion assays (Fig. 3, E and  F) , does not induce presynaptic differentiation in contacting axons (Fig. 4) . Similarly, a small region (FN1-2) in the ectodomain of LAR, which interacts with NGL-3 ( Fig. 5) , is sufficient to induce PSD-95 clustering in contacting dendrites (Fig. 6 ).
These results suggest that NGL-3 and LAR induce pre-and postsynaptic differentiation via LAR and NGL-3, respectively.
Interaction of NGL-3 with PTP␦ and PTP-Our study reveals novel interactions of NGL-3 with PTP␦ and PTP. Previous studies have identified several ligands of PTP␦ and PTP. PTP␦ exhibits a homophilic adhesion (52) . PTP interacts with two heparan sulfate proteoglycans, agrin and collagen XVIII, through the first Ig domain (53) and with ␣-latrotoxin of black widow spider venom through the FNIII 2-3 domains (54). Nucleolin, a protein detected on the surface of developing myotubes, has been suggested to bind PTP (55) . More recently, the first Ig domain of PTP was shown to bind chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans, which are produced by cell types, including reactive astroglia at sites of neuronal injury for the inhibition of axonal regeneration (56) . Therefore, NGL-3 represents the first heterophilic ligand for PTP␦ and a novel ligand for PTP.
NGL-3-Q96A, which fails to induce presynaptic differentiation, exhibited lowered affinities for PTP␦ and PTP, in addition to LAR (Fig. 7, G and H) , suggesting that PTP␦ and PTP interact with NGL-3 through mechanisms shared by the LAR-NGL-3 interaction. In addition, this suggests that, when all three LAR family proteins (LAR, PTP␦, and PTP) are present in contacting axons, NGL-3 may induce presynaptic differentiation by interacting with all three of them, meaning that they may collectively function as the major presynaptic receptors for NGL-3.
Our data indicate that the first two FNIII domains of PTP are sufficient to bind NGL-3 (Fig. 7, E-H) and induce postsynaptic clustering of PSD-95 (Fig. 8) . In contrast, FN1-2 of PTP␦ lacked PSD-95-clustering activity (Fig. 8) , despite its NGL-3-binding activity (Fig. 7, E-H) . These results suggest that the adhesion between PTP and NGL-3 promotes bidirectional excitatory synapse formation, similar to the LAR-NGL-3 interaction. In contrast, the adhesion between PTP␦ and NGL-3 seems to promote only presynaptic differentiation in a unidirectional manner, although it may still contribute to the strength of trans-synaptic adhesion, similar to other NGL-3-based interactions.
How might PTP␦ and PTP promote presynaptic differentiation? Similar to LAR, the second cytoplasmic phosphatase (D2) domains of PTP␦ and PTP, which are catalytically inactive, interact with liprin-␣ (57), a cytoplasmic adaptor protein that is important for presynaptic development (49, 58) and is coupled to other presynaptic active zone proteins, including RIM and ELKS/ERC (59, 60) . Therefore, LAR, PTP␦, and PTP may converge onto liprin-␣ to promote synaptic differentiation in a synergistic manner. In addition, we cannot exclude the possibility that the first phosphatase (D1) domains of the LAR family proteins, which are catalytically active, may contribute to NGL-3-induced presynaptic differentiation.
Previous studies have identified several functions of PTP␦ and PTP. PTP␦ regulates cell adhesion, neurite outgrowth, and axon guidance (52, 61) . Different functions of PTP␦ seem to be mediated by distinct domains of PTP␦; a deletion variant of PTP␦ that lacks the FNIII 4 -8 domains poorly mediates cell adhesion but normally promotes neurite outgrowth (62) . PTP regulates neurite outgrowth, axon guidance, axonal target finding, and axon regeneration (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) (68) .
Mice that lack the expression of PTP␦ or PTP show relatively severe phenotypes (69 -71) , relative to those exhibited by LAR-deficient mice (72, 73) . PTP␦-deficient mice show postnatal semi-lethality due to limitations in food intake, and mice that survive to adulthood show enhanced long term potentiation and impaired learning and memory (69) . PTP-deficient mice exhibit perinatal semi-lethality, and show endocrine defects in the hypothalamo-pituitary axis, and various neuroanatomical and behavioral abnormalities (70, 71, 74) . It remains to be determined whether the adhesion between NGL-3 and PTP␦, or PTP, underlie any of the phenotypic abnormalities in knock-out mice or suggested functions of PTP␦/PTP noted above.
NGL-3 and LAR Family Proteins in Shared and
Distinct Neural Circuits-Our results indicate that mRNAs encoding the three LAR family proteins show overlapping and differential distribution patterns. This suggests that NGL-3 and LAR family proteins contribute to the formation of excitatory synapses in both shared and distinct neural circuits of the brain. It is conceivable that different axonal populations express different combinations of LAR family proteins, creating collective properties that would likely regulate the strength and specificity of synaptic adhesions involving interactions with NGL-3.
Notably, the promiscuous interaction of NGL-3 with the three LAR family proteins sharply contrasts with the specific interactions of NGL-1 and NGL-2 with netrin-G1 and netrin-G2, respectively (20, 23) . The specificity of NGL-netrin-G interactions is strongly supported by the observation that NGL-1 and NGL-2, which normally show lamina-specific distribution patterns in subdendritic segments, are dispersed in contacting dendrites by genetic ablation of netrin-G1 and netrin-G2, respectively, in presynaptic axons (75) . Our data, however, indicate that the distribution patterns of mRNA for LAR family proteins overlap in several brain regions. This predicts that the removal of one type of LAR family protein in presynaptic axons is unlikely to abolish NGL-3-dependent synapse formation if the other two remain intact. This might act as a redundancy mechanism, preventing NGL-3-dependent synapse formation from being easily disturbed.
Another potential function of the interaction of NGL-3 with all three LAR family proteins would be to achieve a maximumstrength trans-synaptic adhesion, something that might not be readily accomplished with any single pair of adhesion molecules. Consistent with this idea, the presynapse-inducing activity of NGL-3 in coculture assays is stronger than that of either NGL-1 or NGL-2 (21) . Lastly, the interaction of NGL-3 with different LAR family proteins may provide a mechanism by which the strength of trans-synaptic adhesion could be graded at several levels.
